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Abstract. Dataflow-based systems of parallel programming, such as LuNA
fragmented programming system, often lack efficiency in high performance
computations due to a high degree of non-determinism of a parallel program
execution and execution overhead it causes. The authors concern defining control flow in LuNA programs in order to optimize their execution performance.
The basic idea is to aggregate several fragments of a program and to execute
them under control flow, thus reducing both surplus parallelism and system
overhead. Tests presented show effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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Introduction

Implementation of large-scale numerical models on supercomputers is often challenging, because a programmer has to develop a program, possessing a number of
dynamic properties, such as dynamic load balancing and tuning to available resources
in order to make the program efficient and scalable. To increase the accessibility of
supercomputers, a variety of parallel programming systems and tools were developed.
To hide low-level programming details they automate the provision of the dynamic
properties of programs. Examples of such systems are: LuNA [1], Charm++ [2], SMP
Superscalar [3], DPLASMA [4].
High level of a program brings forth problems of its efficient parallel execution on
a supercomputer. Since a programming system is able to execute the program in many
ways (non-determinism of a program), appropriate to different hardware configurations or input data, the system faces the problem of dynamic choice of an efficient
way of the program’s execution. Often being NP-complete, this problem has to be
overcome with heuristics or particular solutions.
One of the common ways to improve parallel program execution performance for
such dataflow-based systems as LuNA is control flow usage. Control flow can presume for a number of subtasks of a program the order of their execution statically,
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eliminating the need to track data dependencies in run-time. This reduces the run-time
system overhead, thus improving the efficiency of the program execution. Although
the parallelism degree of the program also decreases, this is often an advantageous
trade-off.
The aim of the current work is the development of control flow support for LuNA
programming system.
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Related Works

Control flow means are widely used to improve performance of declarative parallel
programming languages and systems.
In the systems SMP Superscalar [3], Cell Superscalar [5], ProActive Parallel Suite
[6], one can define control flow with priorities. This mechanism, while being flexible,
is not capable of defining complex program behavior. It also lacks readability for
large programs, which results in control errors probability increase. In the functional
languages of parallel programming Haskell [7], SISAL [8] in order to improve performance of algorithm’s execution there are dedicated language means to mark a loop
as parallel or sequential.
The library DPLASMA for linear algebra subroutines for dense matrices is built
over PaRSEC [9] system. This system analyses informational dependencies at compile time, and the algorithm is represented in the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)
form.
In such a way, while the idea is widely exploited, no general to construct control
flow has been developed, thus further research of the problem is necessary.
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LuNA Fragmented Programming System

LuNA (Language for Numerical Algorithms) is a language and a parallel programming system [1] intended for implementation of large-scale numerical models on
supercomputers. It is being developed in the Institute of Computational Mathematics
and Mathematical Geophysics of the Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences.
In LuNA an application algorithm is represented in a single-assignment coarsegrained explicitly parallel language LuNA as a bipartite graph of data fragments (DF)
and computational fragments (CF). DFs are basically blocks of data (submatrixes,
array slices, etc.). CFs are applications of pure functions on DFs. A CF has a number
of input DFs and a number of output DFs. Values of output DFs are computed by the
CF from the values of input DFs. Such representation is called fragmented algorithm
(FA).
LuNA program consists of the FA description in LuNA language and a dynamic
load library with a set of conventional sequential procedures. CFs are implemented as
calls to these procedures with input and output DFs. Execution of all the CFs is done
in accordance with partial order, that is imposed on the set of CFs by the information
dependencies, forms the FA execution.

A FA is executed by the LuNA run-time system. Fragmented structure of the FA is
kept in run-time, allowing the run-time system to dynamically assign CFs and DFs to
different computing nodes, execute CFs in parallel (if possible), balance computational workload by redistributing CFs and DFs and so on.
Since the run-time system makes most decisions on FA execution dynamically,
many checks for CFs being ready take place. This leads to significant overhead.
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Suggested Approach

The basic idea of the suggested approach is to combine a subset of CFs into a single CF. For example, a loop or a subroutine may be collapsed into a single CF. All
DFs, necessary to compute the CF, become input DFs, and all DFs produced become
its outputs. All the CFs combined are executed sequentially in a fixed order under the
control flow. Also, the number of CFs reduces, causing reduced system overhead.
Such FA transformation is possible for a set of CFs if the following condition is
true: once all input DFs are provided, the whole chain of CFs may be sequentially
executed without having to wait for other CFs to execute.
The transformation may be applied to both dependent and independent CFs. If the
latter is the case, then the overall degree of parallelism of the FA is reduced, therefore
control flow usage should not be overused.
To determine permissible order of CFs execution information dependencies analysis must be made. Creation of new aggregated CF means generation of new procedure, which invokes other procedures in established order. Both dependencies analysis and procedure generation were implemented as a part of LuNA project for a particular case, i.e. when the part of FA being transformed contains statically defined set
of CFs.
It is worth mentioning, that it is algorithmically hard to determine effectiveness of
control flow optimization in a given case. This problem is out of the scope of this
work. Instead, the LuNA language was extended with annotations, which explicitly
define, whether control flow transformation is required or not for given part of FA.
Currently the annotations are provided by a user, but annotations generation may be
automated.
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Performance Tests

To investigate the effectiveness of the suggested approach a number of performance tests were conducted on a shared memory multiprocessor with 6 cores (Intel
Xeon CPU X5600 2.8 GHz) and on the distributed memory cluster of National Research University of Novosibirsk [10].
An application tested is a typical reduction problem on an array of numbers. The
array to reduce is split into a number of slices. Each slice is reduced sequentially,
while different slices may be processed independently. Two tests were performed: in
the first one the slices were reduced sequentially, in the second one the slices were
reduced in parallel. Both sequential and parallel tests were performed with and with-

out control flow optimization. Control flow was applied to all the slices. Slice size
was a parameter of the tests.
In all the tests “LuNA” stands for non-optimized execution and “static” stands for
execution with control-flow optimization.

Fig. 1. Multiprocessor test. Dependency of the FA execution time on the slice size is shown.
Array size is 3×104.

From fig. 1 it is seen that control flow significantly reduces the FA execution time
on the multiprocessor. The greater the slice size is, the more the benefit is. One can
also notice, that for small sizes parallel version executes slower. This is due to extra
overhead, which arises from extra CFs in parallel version of the test, and is not relevant to the subject of the work.

Fig. 2. Multicomputer test. Dependency of the FA execution time on the slice size is shown.
Array size is 5×105. Number of computer nodes is 8.

Figure 2 shows the result of the similar testing on the distributed memory cluster. It
is seen, that usage of direct control benefits in performance by reducing system overhead.
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Conclusion

Profitability of direct control usage in LuNA fragmented programming system was
concerned. An approach to employ direct control in LuNA system was suggested and
implemented as a part of LuNA software. Performance tests demonstrate that control
flow usage significantly increases performance of program execution on the example
of the reduction problem.
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